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Abstract 

 

 

Purpose: To assess the health related quality of life among the caregivers of 

Tetraplegic patient. Objectives: Assessment of the health-related quality of life 

(HRQoL) of primary caregivers of persons with tetraplegia owing to traumatic SCI. 

Methodology: The study design was cross-sectional. Total 48 samples were selected 

conveniently for this study from Centre for the rehabilitation of the paralysed (CRP), 

Spinal cord injury unit, at Savar. Data was collected by using of questionnaire and 

health-related quality of life (HRQoL) was assessed by the Short Form-36 (SF-36) 

health survey questionnaire. Descriptive statistics through using SPSS software 

version 16.0 was used for data analysis which focused through Column, pie chart and 

doughnut. Results: Among 48 caregivers evaluated, 39 (81.2%) were female and 9 

(18.8%) were male where 22 persons (45.8%) were either husbands or wives and 15 

persons (31.2%) were parents of persons with tetraplegia. It was found that the most 

of the caregivers (62.5%) spend about 13-18 hrs/day caring for individuals with 

tetraplegia. The subjects reported lower scores on social functioning and emotional 

well being than the other dimensions of SF-36. Conclusion: The primary caregivers 

of spinal-cord injured persons reported low scores on all of the SF-36 dimensions, 

social functioning and emotional well-being the SF- 36 dimensions that characterize 

poor quality of life (QoL) among all. 

 

 

     Key words: Tetraplegia, HRQoL, Caregivers, CRP 
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Chapter- I                                                                           Introduction 

 

1.1Background 

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is one of the most common type of injury and generally a 

devastating disorder that can cause impairment in physical, psychological, and social 

functioning (Gurcay et al., 2010). It is almost always occurs suddenly & unexpectedly 

which is the major cause of paralysis that changes the person’s lifestyle (Smith et al., 

2013). Spinal cord injury is a frequent cause of mortality, and it results in a high level of 

individual disability, which is reflected in radical changes in lifestyle (Kawanishi and 

Greguol, 2013). It is an important public health problem and one of the most costly 

occupational health problems and one of the disability oriented injury is spinal cord 

lesion that mostly occurs in young male of low social status (Islam et al., 2011).  

Persons with SCI may have to live with their disability for a much longer period of time 

till the natural end of their lives (Lee, 2000). According to their level of injury, people 

with SCI often have significant functional limitations and lack of independence (Notara 

et al., 2012) and the patients are supported by the caregiver for a longer duration. Thus 

the health of caregivers is of great importance (Bardak et al., 2012). 

 

Primary caregivers are “The person who is primarily involved in the care of the patient 

and provides the most support and/or assistance” (Blanes et al., 2007). Family caregivers 

of persons with SCI may experience a wide range of lifestyle and quality of life changes 

after assuming the role as primary caregiver (Ebrahimzadeh et al., 2008). Primary 

caregivers, living together with the patients in the community, often have to take over 

many of the responsibilities of the patient (Lam et al., 2001). The responsibility of care 

giving can lead to physical injury (Bardak et al. 2012). 

 

SCI patients have longer life expectations than other degenerative conditions. As a result 

caregivers of persons with SCI have to engage themselves for a long time in care giving 

for the patient. Many studies found that the primary caregivers and/ or spouses of SCI 
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survivors may experience various problems due to this disorder. Research in the literature 

regarding the quality of lives of primary caregivers of SCI survivors is relatively limited. 

SCI significantly interferes with the care givers quality of life independently of the 

severity of the injury (Unalan et al., 2001). 

Quality of life refers to an individual's satisfaction which includes person’s health, 

relationships, emotional, social, and physical function, and also happiness and 

satisfaction with living situation and finances and also person’s fitness and physical 

activity may correlate with the handicap and quality of life (Manns and Chad, 1999). 

Specific health status and health related quality of life (HRQoL) is important because 

they can be vary person to person due to different disease condition (Andresen et al., 

1999). Patient’s age, educational and neurologic levels, employment and functional 

status, and presence of complications etc. affects the QoL of that patients (Gurcay et al., 

2010). However lifestyle and physical activity is the main factor for the improvement of 

functional independence and the quality of life (Kawanishi and Greguol, 2013). 

 

Regarding children with SCI, a similar study found that the caregiver’s sex, the child’s 

age at injury and the child’s mental health were all related to caregiver outcomes. The 

caregiver’s mental health and education, and the child’s social relationships, predicted the 

outcome for the child. Neither injury level nor injury severity was related to caregivers or 

child outcomes (Kelly et al., 2011). 
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1.2 Rationale 

The aim of the study was to assess the HRQoL among the caregivers of Tetraplegic 

Spinal Cord Injury patient. 

When a person is injured with SCI, it affects all aspects of the person’s life. SCI is a life 

altering experience for both the patients and the caregivers. Caregivers assist patients in 

managing medications, therapy, and medical emergencies; provide supervision, 

emotional support, assist in personal care, mobility and other basic daily living activities. 

In Bangladesh it is seen that the close relatives are mostly engaged in care giving for a 

person with SCI. The disabling conditions of patients impact on the usual daily living 

activities of the caregivers. They have to struggle to keep sound both the body and the 

mind. 

Occupation of the caregiver is very important because this indicates how he/she can 

balance his/her occupation and the care of the patient. If the caregiver is very busy with 

his occupation he cannot concentrate on taking care of the patient properly. 

 

It is important to know the marital status of the caregivers. Understandably an unmarried 

caregiver can give much more time than a married person because unmarried caregivers 

have less responsibility to the family and they can concentrate their work easily. Family 

size is also an important determinant because if the family size is big, there is a 

possibility for a care giver to be available. On the contrary, if the family size is small the 

caregiver may not be available and the family size also indicates the possibility of more 

or less family income (Barrett and Lynch, 1999). So, it was important to know the 

caregivers demographic factors as well as the HRQoL. 

 

About 40% of patients with SCI need assistance in performing their important activities 

of daily living such as eating, dressing, personal hygiene, mobility and providing them 

emotional support and physical care as well. They depend on their caregivers. The 

information of demographic factor of caregivers of spinal cord injury is essential, because 

from this we will able to know: who are the caregivers, what is the relationship between 
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the caregiver and client, their age in years, their educational level, their culture and their 

socioeconomic condition. As community centred practice is a major role of occupational 

therapy so for this it is also necessary to gather caregiver’s demographic information. 

 

Research makes a profession strongest. So there is no alternative option to do research as 

a professional to develop the profession. In our country there is no such study about 

health related quality of life of primary caregivers of persons with tetraplegia. 

Socio-economic status can be measured in a number of ways. The most common schemes 

relate to income, ownership of goods, type of and/or ownership/tenancy status of 

residence, classification of occupation, and educational attainment. Education is very 

important to both personal and professional life, in a number of significant ways.  

 

Family caregivers often feel unprepared, have inadequate knowledge, and receive little 

guidance from the in-charge team for providing care to the SCI patient. Older caregivers 

are especially vulnerable because they may present with co morbidities, they may be 

living on fixed incomes, and their available social support networks may have shrunk. In 

addition, older caregivers of the patients may neglect their own health needs, have less 

time to exercise, forget to take their own prescription medications, and become fatigued 

from interrupted sleep. It is therefore common for care giving by older people to lead to 

poor physical health, depression, and even increased mortality. Younger caregivers must 

generally juggle work, their own family responsibilities, and sacrifices involving their 

social lives. Middle-aged caregivers typically worry about missed workdays, 

interruptions at work, taking leaves of absence, and reduced productivity. 

Age and its measurement are relatively non problematic, (the number of days, months 

and years since birth). But for some societies birth is not relevant, and dates of birth may 

not be known or be exact, to say nothing of differences in calendar. 

In this study, I took the data after asking the participants’ age, sex and gender are often 

used in the literature interchangeably and thus incorrectly. Sex refers to a biological 
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entity; gender to social construction, and includes social, cultural or psychological 

dimensions.  

 

This data shows that people with SCI have to fight with the rights of having access  

to the mainstream treatment facility  across the country. The rehabilitation program will 

be unfulfilled without raising awareness among the family and community people about 

the ability of the person with SCI. Therefore, prevention, proper acute medical treatment 

and  rehabilitation  only  can  increase  survival  expectation  of  persons  with  SCI.  

Even though Bangladesh is a developing country,  accidents are  more prominent due to 

lack of structural  development,  poor  medical  facility  and  lack  of  awareness  among  

the  people about safety precautions during performing any risky job (Rathore et al., 

2011). 
1.3 Research Question 

What is the health related quality of life of primary caregivers of persons with tetraplegia 

attending at a specialized rehabilitation centre? 

1.4 Objectives 

1.4.1 General objective 

To assess the HRQoL of primary caregivers of persons with tetraplegia attending at a 

specialized rehabilitation centre. 

1.4.2 Specific objective 

 To determine the socio-demographic information of the caregivers of tetraplegic 

patient. 

 To figure out physical functioning of the caregivers of tetraplegic patient. 

 To find out any bodily pain among the caregivers of tetraplegic patient. 

 To know the general health perceptions of the caregivers of tetraplegic patient. 

 To figure out the functioning of social role of the caregivers of tetraplegic patient. 

 To know about mental health of the caregivers of tetraplegic patient. 
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1.5 Variables 

Conceptual Framework 

Independent variables                                                                 Dependent variable 

 

    Socio-demographic information  

 

           

         Physical Functioning 

 

           

       Vitality 

  

                                                              Health related quality of life 

  General health perceptions 

 

               

      Bodily pain 

        

 

             Mental health  

 

       

    Emotional role functioning 

      

        Social role functioning  
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1.6 Operational definition 

 

 Spinal Cord Injury 

When the spinal cord is damaged following trauma to the spine or disease process 

then it is called spinal cord injury which resulting in either temporary or 

permanent change in its normal motor, sensory, or autonomic functions. 

 Quality of life 

Quality of life refers to an individual's satisfaction which includes person’s health, 

relationships, emotional, social, and physical function, and also happiness and 

satisfaction with living situation and finances. 

 Paraplegia 

It refers to a spinal injury from thoracic 2 (T-2) on down through sacral 5 (S-5). 

Typically these injuries result in some degree of weakness and sensory changes in 

the trunk, legs and feet. 

 Tetraplegia 

It refers to a spinal cord injury at or above the thoracic (T-1) spinal level. 

Tetraplegia, is a symptom in which a human experiences paralysis affecting all 

four limbs, although not necessarily total paralysis or loss of function. Injury to 

the spinal cord in the cervical region, with associated impairment or loss of 

muscle strength in all four extremities and trunk are called Tetraplegia. 

 Caregiver 

People who "provide unpaid care by looking after an ill, frail or disabled family 

member, friend or partner are caregivers. 

 Physical health 

It is the soundness of the body, freedom from disease or abnormality. It includes 

pain present in the body, how much physical health interferes in ADL, limitation 

in bathing or dressing, energy, tiredness etc. 
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 Mental status 

Mental health refers to our cognitive, and/or emotional wellbeing. It includes 

depression, sadness, happiness, how much emotional problem interferes in ADL, 

satisfaction with relationship etc. 

 

 Environmental status 

It includes how much clean the hospital environment, satisfaction with treatments, 

get support from the other staff, opportunity for recreational activities, have 

enough money to meet the need etc. 
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Spinal cord injury is devastating and costly event which occur in sudden and unexpected 

for human and social life. Life threaten complications are developed after these  injury 

(Islam et al. 2011). The neural elements in the spinal canal that are spinal cord and cauda 

equina damage which can arise resolving or permanent neurological deficit (New & 

Marshall, 2013). 

The incidence of spinal cord injury lies down between 10.4 and 83 per million people 

affected per year (Kennedy and Chessell, 2013). 

 

The life altering experience that affects not only the patients with SCI but also their 

spouses, parents, siblings and children and the significant cause of mortality and 

morbidity (Ali & Tawfiq, 2013). Spinal cord injury results in a high level of individual 

disability, which is reflected in radical changes in lifestyle (Kawanishi and Greguol, 

2013). In developing country like Bangladesh, life expectancy of spinal cord injury 

patients was much lower than developed country (Razzak et al., 2011). 

 

The common dysfunction of the spinal segments occurs as a result of trauma to the spinal 

cord. Spinal cord injury occurs as a result of both traumatic and non-traumatic 

incidences. There are many causes of spinal cord injury in Bangladesh. The most 

common causes are, a fall from a height, road traffic accidents, falling down while 

carrying a heavy load on the head, the fall of a heavy object on the back, bull attack, 

bullet or gunshot injury, physical attack, disease process or diving in shallow water and 

others (Ekman, 2002). 

 

Recent research (Kong et al., 2013) suggests that primary nerve injury occurs due to 

acute injury to the spinal cord that causes secondary damage by producing inflammation, 

ischemia, and toxicity. Deficit function in motor control occurs after SCI that causes 

disturb in daily activities (Rahman et al., 2012). One of the debilitating condition is SCI 

that causes paralysis of the limb and injury such as compression, contusion or laceration, 

CHAPTER-II                                                  LITERATURE REVIEW 
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disrupts autonomic function occurs at the site of injury or below, then permanent 

disability such as paralysis, loss of sensation, neuropathic pain etc. can occur depending 

on the level of the lesion (Mothe & Tator, 2013). Spinal cord injury or damage can cause 

a wide range of impairments, activity limitations and participation restrictions which has 

an adverse impact on the society (New et al., 2013). 

 

Nwankwo & Uche (2013) found that in SCI, The 31–45 years age group is the most 

frequently affected and male is more affected than female (4.3:1), 53% injury occurred in 

cervical spine, 22% thoracic spine and 25% lumber spine injury. In United States the 

annual incidence of traumatic SCI is 40 cases per million or 1200 new cases each year 

(Rabadi et al., 2013). In Australia, male is more affected than female in non-traumatic 

SCI and the ratio is 197:169 and the prevalence of paraplegia is more about 269 per 

million than tetraplegia (98 per million) (New et al., 2013). The worldwide incidence of 

SCI is 10.4 and 83 per million per year and the mean age is 33 years old, male and female 

ratio is 3.8:1 and one- third of the patients are tetraplegic all over the world (Wyndaele & 

Wyndaele, 2006). And 2.5 million people live with SCI around the world (Oyinbo, 2011). 

In Asia the incidence rates of SCI is ranged from 12.06 to 61.6 per million and the 

average age is 26.8 to 56.6 years old, men are more vulnerable than women also in 

traumatic spinal cord injury main causes are motor vehicle collisions (MVCs) and falls 

(Ning et al., 2012). In CRP, Bangladesh, 25-29 years aged peoples are most commonly 

affected among them males are more 83% than female and 92% came from rural area and 

8% came from urban area also majority of the patients are paraplegia 56%, Cervical 

lesion present in 44% cases, thoracic lesion 27% and lumber lesion 29% (Islam et al., 

2011). 

 

A person can experience by spinal cord injury which is most common among the 

catastrophic injuries. Young adult people are more suffering lifelong disability than other 

ages. Fifty four percent of spinal cord injuries occur in ages between 16 and 30 years, 

75% of injuries occur in those < 45 years old (Winslow and Rozovsky 2003). Generally 

spinal cord injury is male’s disease. Younger men are more affected in complete injuries 

than older adults and women. In a study, there are many causes of SCI since 2010 
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vehicular (36.5%), falls (28.5%), violence (14.3%), sports (9.2%) and other causes 

(11.4%). The affected rate is 80.7%. The average age of this injury is 46 years since 2010 

(Carlson and Gorden, 2002).   
Research shows that it is occurred by traumatic or non-traumatic aetiologies (Kennedy & 

Chessell, 2013). Traumatic spinal cord injury is caused by direct or indirect trauma. In 

developing countries, there are three main causes that patient is admitted into hospital. 

Those are fall from hight, transportation accident and being struck by an object. Study 

says that 561 traumatic spinal cord injury whose injuries occurred between 2001 and 

2010. The annual incidence in Beijing is 60.6 per million which is more than other 

countries and regions. TSCI patient may suffer from different conditions such as 

spasticity, sensory changes, exaggerated reflex activities which is depending on the 

different level of lesion (Carlson and Gorden, 2002). 

 

The spinal cord begins as a continuation of the medulla oblongata; the caudal part of the 

brainstem (Moore and Dalley, 2006). Spinal cord injury (SCI) is an insult to the spinal 

cord resulting in a change, either temporary or permanent, in its normal motor, sensory, or 

autonomic function (International Standards for Neurological Classifications of Spinal 

Cord Injury, 2000). 

Incomplete injuries are injuries where partial preservation of sensory and/or motor 

functions is found below the neurological level and includes the lowest sacral segment 

(Hossain et al., 2008). Another study also revealed that in general, inadequate services, 

poverty, negative attitudes of society towards the person with SCI, inequitable laws, the 

inaccessible built environment and transport systems, are the main causes of poor 

integration of persons with SCI into community life (Momin , 2003; Lysack et al., 2007).  

According the American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) impairment scale, the 

classification of SCI severity is –A (complete): no motor or sensory function is preserved 

in the sacral segments S4-S5. B (incomplete): sensory but no motor function is preserved 

bellow the neurological level and includes the sacral segment S4 -S5. C (incomplete): 

Motor function is preserved below the neurological level, and more than a half of key 

muscles below the neurological level have a muscle grade of <3. D (incomplete): Motor 

function is preserved below the neurological level, and at least a half of key muscles 
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below the neurological level have a muscle grade of ≥3. E (normal): Motor and sensory 

functions are normal. C4 injury- tetraplegia, C6 injury- tetraplegia, T6 injury- paraplegia, 

L1 injury- paraplegia (Thuret et al., 2006). 

A 10yrs study aimed to investigate the life expectancy of people with SCI revealed that 

only 16.4% of the study population survived for 10 years in Bangladesh which was much 

lower than in developed countries like Finland (97.9%), Australia (86%), Canada (92%), 

UK (85%), and USA (80.7%). Beside this the study also found that the situation in 

Bangladesh is worse than other developing countries. 

The data indicates that Bangladesh has very poor medical facilities to promote the safe 

and worthwhile life after having a spinal cord injury. The study also pointed out some 

possible causes of poor life expectancy of persons with SCI, including inadequate acute 

management and lack of proper social reintegration (Razzak et al., 2011). 

According to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2001) “Caregiver is a person 

who looks after a sick or old person”. 

Other research found that the quality of life of primary caregivers of a spinal cord injured 

victim is significantly affected, but the severity of the injury does not seem to have an 

additional impact on them and caregivers usually have to care for a person with SCI for a 

long duration of time. This is because the life expectation for persons with SCI is more 

than other chronic diseases such as Alzheimer or AIDS. The caregivers of patients with 

SCI have to suffer for a longer time than other caregivers (Unalan et al., 2001). 

A similar study found that female caregivers with a child with mental health problems 

predicted caregiver anxiety and depression. In addition, having a child who was older at 

the time of injury predicted caregiver depression at a less spectrum. Poor social 

relationships, having a caregiver with mental health problems and having a caregiver 

with less education of the child predicted both the anxiety and depression (Kelly et al., 

2011). 

Primary caregivers are “The person who is primarily involved in the care of the patient 

and provides the most support and/or assistance” (Blanes et al., 2007). 

Nowadays in developed countries as well as worldwide Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) remains 

a major public health issue. A significant increase of incidence of the SCI has been 
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observed due to the increase of road traffic accidents (Notara et al., 2012). According to 

literature 2.5 million people are affected worldwide by SCI (Thuret et al., 2006). 

Spinal cord injuries are the most common among catastrophic injuries. Young adults are 

more likely to suffer lifelong disability from SCI than other ages. 54% of SCI occur in 

the ages between 16 and 30 years. 75% of injuries occur in those < 45 years old 

(Winslow and Rozovsky, 2003). As a result of recent advances in medical technology, 

persons surviving a spinal cord injury (SCI) are living longer, and often require varied 

degrees of assistance over their life span (Ebrahimzadeh et al., 2014). 

With increased survival rate and life-span, persons with SCI may have to live with their 

disability for a much longer period of time till the natural end of their lives (Lee, 2000). 

According to their level of injury, people with SCI often have significant functional 

limitations and lack of independence (Notara et al., 2012) 

Improvements in post-accident survival rates and life expectancy mean that these patients 

are supported by a caregiver for longer. Thus the health of caregivers is of great 

importance (Bardak et al., 2012). 

 Caregivers enter into this new role without formal preparation or training (Elliott & 

Rivera, 2003). Caregivers are frequently required to undertake heavy lifting, often with a 

bent or twisted posture, and biomechanical investigations have confirmed that such tasks 

generate high spinal stress. These risk factors have been experimentally associated with 

the development of injuries in spinal tissues (Warming et al., 2009). 

Quality of life is a multidimensional concept and a person’s own sense that stems from 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the area they live which is important to him, different 

factor such as physical, psychological and social function, ability to work, and relation 

with the other people in the society etc. can affects the QoL of a patients (Kreuter et al., 

2005). 

According to world health organization quality of life can be defined as “individuals’ 

perception of their position in life, in the context of the culture and value systems in 

which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns” 
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(Kawanishi & Greguol, 2013). Quality of life (QoL) can be defined as an individual’s 

perception about his or her position in the society and life in the context of the culture 

and value systems in which they live and also his or her expectations to achieve goal 

(Munce et al., 2013). Quality of life measurement can gives information about the health 

states beyond diagnosis, impact of disease and its management on different domain of life 

(Geyh et al., 2010). 

 

In this regard, Spinal cord injuries remain neglected, as there is not enough data and 

services for person with SCI. As a result, SCI has become a major public health problem 

in Bangladesh. And now, every aspect of public health needs careful concern. The key 

health indicator is life expectancy (Osman, 2010). 

 A recent study found that for a very long time there has been a low life expectancy 

among persons with spinal cord injury. The study found that the life expectancy of 

persons with SCI is 10 to 12 time lower than the life expectancy of the general 

population. A major cause of death in Bangladesh according to the same study is the 

inadequate acute management of SCI patients. Poor QoL for caregivers/family members 

is the result of negative social acceptance & lack of proper re-integration in the 

community following the patient’s discharge from hospital (Razzak et al., 2011). 

In recent literature it has been found that spouses of persons with SCI may suffer higher 

levels of stress than the other family members in taking up the care-giving role where 

three main factors are identified as strongly associated with adjustment outcomes and 

these are coping strategies, locus of control, and social support though, these are all 

Western-based studies where people from different cultures may have different sources 

of stress and corresponding coping patterns and traditionally, Chinese are considered to 

be group-oriented, or more specifically, family-oriented and socially dependent people 

and  where each party of the relationship is expected to perform their role according to 

the norms and  failure to achieve these role dualities will lead to discrimination by the 

others (Chan, 2000). 
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3.1 Study design 

A cross-sectional descriptive study was performed with structured questionnaires and 

interviews were conducted with primary caregivers of persons with Tetraplegic spinal 

cord injury (SCI). 

3.2 Settings 

CRP is the biggest hospital and renowned rehabilitation centre for Spinal Cord Injury 

(SCI) among South Asia. Almost 100 Spinal Cord Injured patients are admitted at CRP in 

same time. For this reason the researcher had to collect data within short time to maintain 

the contrasts of course module time. Spinal Cord Unit of CRP was chosen as the venue to 

collecting the data. So CRP is the best setting for study & it reflected the entire 

population. 

 

3.3 Study population 

All caregivers of Tetraplegic patients’ who are admitted at CRP for receiving treatment 

service at SCI unit. 

 

3.4 Sample size 

In this project study, the researcher selected 48 caregivers of Tetraplegic spinal cord 

injury patient from the spinal cord injury unit of CRP through convenience sampling 

technique where the population was 48 and through sample size calculation it became 43. 

The investigator aimed to focus his study by 384 samples following the calculation 

regarding SCI patients. But as the study was done as a part of fourth professional 

academic research project and there were some limitations, the researcher had to limit 

with 48 caregivers as sample. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER-III                                                        METHODOLOGY 
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3.5 Sampling technique 

Sampling refers to the process of selecting the subjects or individual. The researcher was 

selected convenience sampling technique due to small size of population. 

3.6 Inclusion criteria 

 Tetraplegic SCI patient’s carers. 

 Primary caregivers 

 Both male and female 

3.7 Exclusion Criteria 

 Paraplegic patient’s caregiver 

 Secondary caregivers 

 Carers with cognitive problems 

 Irregular caregivers (less than 4 weeks) 

3.8 Data collection tools 

Data collection tools are Questionnaire, Pen, Paper, File, Pencil, and Calculator. 

3.9.1 Method of data collection 

The questions will be asked in face to face interviews. It is useful because this technique 

ensures that the researcher will obtain all the information required, while at the same time 

it gives the participants freedom to respond and illustrated concepts. 

3.9.2 Questionnaire 

• For data collection, the researcher will use a close-ended structured questionnaire. 

• The HRQoL was assessed by the Short Form-36 (SF-36) health survey 

questionnaire. 

• For data collection, a Bengali questionnaire was used so that the carers will 

understand the questionnaire in the easiest way. 
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3.9.3 Duration of data collection 

Data was collected carefully and confidentiality and maintained all ethical considerations. 

The researcher gave each participant a particular time to collect the data. Each 

questionnaire took approximately 20-25 minutes to complete. 

3.9.4 Procedure of data collection 

Data was collected by the researcher himself. The questionnaire was completed or filled 

up in front of the researcher. 

3.9.5 Data analysis procedure 

Data will be analyzed in Microsoft office Excel 2010 using a SPSS 20 version software 

program. 

3.10 Ethical consideration 

• Researcher will follow the Bangladesh medical research council (BMRC) guide 

line & WHO research guide line. 

• This protocol presentation was firstly submitted to the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) of BHPI and initial permission was taken. 

• Permission was taken from the Head of the Department of Physiotherapy, BHPI 

and head of the Department of Physiotherapy, CRP before data collection. 

• Permission was takem from the In-Charge of SCI Unit, CRP for data collection 

from the patients. 

• Researcher will maintain the confidentiality of the collected data from the 

individuals. 

• All the participants and the authority were informed about the purpose of the 

study.  

• Researcher ensures the confidentially of participants and share the information 

only with research supervisor. 
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3.11 Informed consent 

Written consent (appendix) was given to all participants prior to completion of the 

questionnaire. The researcher explained to the participants about his or her role in this 

study and aim and objective of this study. The researcher received a written consent from 

every participants including signature. So the participant assured that they could 

understand about the consent from and their participation was on voluntary basic. The 

participants were informed clearly that their information would be kept confidential. The 

researcher assured the participants that the study would not be harmful to them. It was 

explained that there might not a direct benefit from the study for the participants but in 

the future cases like them might be get benefit from it. The participants had the rights to 

withdraw consent and discontinue participation at any time without prejudice to present 

or future care at the spinal cord injury (SCI) unit of CRP. Information from this study 

was anonymously coded to ensure confidentiality and was not personally identified in 

any publication containing the result of this study.  

 

3.11.2 Rigor of the study 

The rigorous manner was maintained to conduct the study. The study was conducted in a 

clean and systemic way. During the data collection it was ensured participants were not 

influenced was experiences. The answer was accepted whether they were negative or 

positive impression.  N o leading questions were asked or no important questions were 

avoided. The participant information was coded accurately and checked by the supervisor 

to eliminate any possible errors. The entire information was handled with confidentiality. 

In the result section, outcome was not influenced by showing any personal interpretation. 

During conduct the study every section of the study is checked and rechecked by the 

research supervisor. 
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 CHAPTER- IV                                                                      RESULTS 

 

For this study 48 caregivers were taken as a sample from Center for Rehabilitation of 

Paralyzed (CRP) Spinal Cord Injury Unit area of Savar were taken to explore the health 

related quality of life of the caregivers of Tetraplegic type of SCI patient. 

In this study the results which were found have been showed in different bar diagrams, 

pie charts and tables. 

Level of injury 

The patients (n=48) had different level of injury according to ASIA scale. 66% (n=32) 

are complete A, 13% (n=6) are incomplete B, 17% (n=8) are complete C, 4% (n=2) are 

incomplete D. 

 

 Frequency % 

Complete A 32 66.7 

In complete B 6 12.5 

In complete C 8 16.7 

In complete D 2 4.2 

Total 48 100.0 

Table no. 4.1: Level of injury 

Figure 4.1: Level of injury according to ASIA scale 
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Age Groups 

 

Among the respondents, the lowest age was 15 years and highest age was 65 years. 

According to table, the investigator could say that the frequency of the caregivers were 

highest in between 30-44 years. Among the participants the numbers of the participants in 

15 - 29 years were 15 (31%) and in between 45-59 years, there were 8 (17%) participants 

and above 60 were 5 (10%) participants.  

 

Age range Frequency Percentage 

15-29 years 15 31% 

30-44 years 20 42% 

45-59 years 8 17% 

>60 years 5 10% 

Total 48 100% 

 

Table no. 4.2: Age of the participants 

  

 

Figure 4.2: Age of the participants 

15-29 years 

30-44 years 

45-59 years 

>60 years 

Age of the participants 
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Male & Female ratio 

 

Among the 48 participants 19% (9) were male and 81% (39) were female. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Male female ratio of the participants 
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Educational level of the Participants 

Among the participants, about 38% (n= 18) caregivers were never attended at school 

whereas 46% (n= 22) caregivers completed primary education, 10 %( n=5) of the 

caregivers completed secondary education and very few in numbers about 6.2% (n=3) 

were graduated. 

 

 

 

Table no. 4.3: Educational level of the participants 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Educational level of the participants 

38% 

46% 

10% 
6% 

Illiterate Primary level secondary level Graduation

 Frequency % 

Illiterate 18 37.5 

Primary level 22 45.8 

Secondary level 5 10.4 

Graduation & more 3 6.2 

Total 48 100.0 
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Duration of caregiving to the patient 

Different caregivers have different time duration of caregiving and the caregivers were 

highest in numbers between 1-4 months where the participants were 38 (79.2%) and 

above 6 months, the participants were lowest in number (2.1%). But, within 5-6 months 

duration of caring, the number of participants were 9(18.8%). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Table no. 4.4: Duration of caregiving among the affected group 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Duration of caregiving among the affected group 
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 Frequency % 

1-2 months 19 39.6 

3-4 months 19 39.6 

5-6 months 9 18.8 

>6 months 1 2.1 

Total 48 100.0 
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Physical functioning 

 

In this study, total participants were 48 and among them 12.5% (n=6) scored <50 at an 

average out of 100 and rest of the 42 people scored more than 50 at an average out of 100 

which denotes good quality of life (QoL) in the SF dimensions. 

As a result, role limitations of the participants due to physical health were poor for 33.3% 

(n=16) who scored <50 at an average out of 100, fair QoL for 54.2% (n=26) who  scored 

more than 50 at an average out of 100 and 12.5% (n=6) scored more than 75 at an 

average out of 100 that denotes healthy quality of life (QoL)(fig 4.6 & 4.7). 

  

 

Table no. 4.5: Physical functioning of the caregiver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6: Physical functioning of the caregiver 
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score <50 6 12.5 

score <100 42 87.5 

Total 48 100.0 
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Table no. 4.6: Role limitations due to physical health of the caregiver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Role limitations due to physical health of the caregiver 
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score <50 16 33.3 

score <75 26 54.2 

score <100 6 12.5 

Total 48 100.0 
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Role limitations due to emotional problem 

Among the participants (n=48), 4.2% (n=2) had poor QoL where 56.2% (n=27) had fair  

and 39.6% (n=19) had good quality of life (QoL)in this short form-36 dimension. 

 

 

 

Table no. 4.7: Role limitations due to emotional problems 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Role limitations due to emotional problem 
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 Frequency % 

score <50 2 4.2 

score <75 27 56.2 

score <100 19 39.6 

Total 48 100.0 
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Vitality 

Among the participants (n=48), about 83.3% (n=40) scored less than 50 at an average out 

of 100 which were most frequent in numbers and denotes a fair level of quality of life 

(QoL). 

 

Table no. 4.8: Energy/ Fatigue of the caregiver 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Energy/ Fatigue of the caregiver 
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 Frequency % 

score <25 2 4.2 

score <50 40 83.3 

score <75 4 8.3 

score <100 2 4.2 

Total 48 100.0 
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Bodily pain 

Among the participants (n=48), 8.3% (n=4) scored <25 at an average out of 100, 39.6% 

(n=19) scored less than 50 at an average out of 100 , 33.3% (n=16) scored more than 50 

at an average out of 100  and 18.8%(n=9) scored more than 75 at an average out of 100 

through the short form-36 scoring system. 

 

 

 

Table no. 4.9: Pain of the caregiver 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Pain of the caregiver 
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General health 

Among the participants (n=48), 89.6% (n=43) scored less than 50 at an average out of 

100 which denotes poor HRQoL , 8.3% (n=4) scored more than 50 at an average out of 

100  which denotes fair HRQoL and 2.1%(n=1) scored more than 75 at an average out of 

100 which claims good HRQoL through the short form-36 scoring system. 

 

Table no. 4.10: General health of the caregiver 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: General health of the caregiver 
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score <75 4 8.3 

score <100 1 2.1 

Total 48 100.0 
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Association between caregiving duration and General health of the caregiver 

 

In relation with the duration of caregiving, about 18 participants were estimated to poor 

health related quality of life, 2 participants had fair quality of life and 1 participant had 

good quality of life within first two months. 

 

Table no. 4.11: Relation between caregiving duration (months) & General health 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Relation between caregiving duration (months) & General health 

1-2 months 3-4 months 5-6 months >6 months
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score 

<50 
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<100 

Caregiving 

duration 

(months) 

1-2 

months 

15 2 1 18 

3-4 

months 

19 1 0 20 

5-6 

months 

8 1 0 9 

>6 

months 

1 0 0 1 

Total 43 4 1 48 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.423
a
 6 .877 
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Association between caregiving duration and Physical role limitations 

 

In relation with the duration of caregiving, those who were persisting less duration with 

the patient had good quality of life. 

 

 

Table no. 4.12: Relation between Caregiving duration (months) & Physical role 

limitations 

 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.799a 6 .570 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Relation between Caregiving duration (months) & Physical role limitations 

1-2 months 3-4 months 5-6 months >6 months
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  score <50 score <75 score 
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Caregiving 

duration to 
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1-2 months 7 7 4 18 

3-4 months 7 12 1 20 

5-6 months 2 6 1 9 

>6 months 0 1 0 1 

Total 16 26 6 48 
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Table no. 4.13 
It has been found that SCI patient with neurological level with ASIA-A 66.6%(n=32) 

who requires more caregiving hours than the others. 
 

 
 

Figure: 4.14 

Neurological level according to ASIA scale * Caregiving time (hours) Cross 

tabulation 
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In complete 
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1 1 0 2 

Total 16 30 2 48 
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Physical and mental component summary score of modified SF- 36 QOL 

dimension 

 In this study, for the eight subscales, total scores may range from 0 to 100. Each scales 

ranging from 0 (presence of all problems) to 100 (no problems at all) within the 

dimension. The Physical component summary scores where mean Physical functioning 

(57.3), Role physical (53.8), Bodily pain (52.6), general health (36.1), and mental 

component summary score is vitality (37.2), social functioning (29.7), role emotional 

(74.1) and mental health (33.5). The score was lowest for the social functioning subscale 

and highest for the role emotional subscale. The three most strongly affected subscales 

were social functioning (29.7), mental health (33.5) and general health (36.1), the score 

was highest for the role emotional (74.1) subscale. The impact score for the eight 

subscales are represented. 
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Table no: 4.14 
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Table no: 4.15 

 

Table no: 4.16 

Test Statistics 
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Test Statistics 
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CHAPTER-V                                                                  DISCUSSION 

 

A cross sectional study was used to assess the health related quality of life among the 

caregivers.   The result of this study showed that lower scores on emotional well being 

and social functing than the other dimensions of SF-36. Among the participants, 81% 

were female; 19% were male. Most of the time, the caregivers were female usually the 

wife or daughter, aged between 22 and 60 years, who were providing care for periods 

ranging from months to years and generally lives with the patient. In this study, it was 

found that the caregiver spends an average of 14.3 hour per day caring for the person 

with SCI, which reflects an almost complete dedication, and is also responsible for 

housekeeping tasks and the care of other dependent family members. Even most of the 

primary caregivers (72.9%) were housewives, with no job-related activity outside their 

residences. In this way, a person may work sporadically to maintain a minimum income 

and at the same time, have a flexible schedule that allows her to care for the disabled 

person. Caregivers tend to develop more psychopathology than physical illness, make 

more visits to physicians and report worse health than the general population (Belasco 

and Sesso, 2002). About 90% of the subjects in this study were sole caregivers, taking 

upon themselves the full responsibility not only of caring for the individuals with 

tetraplegia but also of housekeeping tasks without any help from a secondary caregiver. 

Now-a-days the quality of life has become a major topic of research in the area of health 

and the findings contribute to the definition and approval of treatments and evaluation of 

cost benefits of the care given. 

The HRQoL of caregivers of patient with SCI was measured by the SF-36 and results 

showed a greater impact on the physical component than the mental component. The 

most influenced individual dimensions were social functioning (29.7) and mental health 

(33.5) which showed the lowest value in a scale ranging from 0 to 100. Considering the 

individual need of the Tetraplegic patients, special adaptations are required. 

As this was a cross-sectional study, we consider this research as a preliminary study that 

can yield valuable information that may clarify many important questions related to 

caregivers of persons with tetraplegia. The obtained results may lead to the elaboration of 
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strategies to reduce the impact caused by the diseased in the life and health of caregivers 

of persons with tetraplegia and consequently the caregivers. 

 

Caregiving activities that seem to correlate with low mental quality of life were adapting 

own activities to be there just in case, together with regular contact to prevent problems, 

i.e. supervising and anticipatory care. Perhaps these early dimensions of caregiving mean 

striking a difficult balance in several ways. Apart from protecting the person cared for, it 

may be a strain that other members of the family may not recognize these activities as 

care. These early dimensions of caregiving may be more straining also because they mark 

a transition period for the caregiver as well as for the person cared for. It may well be that 

it is in the transitory phase that the environmental demands exceed the personal resources 

and that the balance will improve along with the adaptive process. Altogether these 

aspects may explain why these dimensions of caregiving turned out negatively in terms 

of quality of life for the caregivers in this study. As the two caregiving activities, which 

affected quality of life the most, were the ones early in the process, there are reasons to 

recognize these early phases of caregiving and the people involved because of the 

transitory character. Nurses can support adaptation by exploring the problems, listening 

and helping out with practical problems as well as by providing knowledge about 

caregiving (Ekwall et al., 2004). 

Caregiving burden and patients’ and caregivers’ anxiety levels decreased with time, 

despite no significant changes in patients’ dependence or support levels, suggesting a 

response shift toward normalization with time. At 1 year, caregiver depression and lack 

of family support became additional determinants of the caregiving burden. 

Institutionalization was determined by caregiver age, patient disability and level of social 

services support available. Caregivers had a better QOL compared with patients, but 

unlike patients, their QOL did not improve over 1 year. Caregiver HRQoL had a 

significant inverse co-relationship with caregiver burden and correlated with the same 

patient and caregiver variables as caregiver burden. In addition, caregiver HRQoL was 

adversely influenced by patient disability and caregivers’ age, male gender, and physical 

health. Social services support had little effect on caregiver burden or HRQoL but 

reduced the need for institutional care (McCullagh et al., 2005). 
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Caregiving is a complex and multidimensional activity, the nature and determinants of 

which evolve over time. The study showed that despite a significant interaction of 

caregiver HRQoL. Another possible explanation is the transition in caregiver experience 

as caregivers adapt to their new role and factors such as advancing age, level of 

disability, depression, and family support become important. Studies have shown that the 

awareness of a relative/loved one in ill health, changing roles, obligations, decreasing 

support, and changed life perspectives are associated with feelings of inadequacy and 

depression, which have adverse effects on HRQoL (Rae-Seebach, 2009). 

 

The study was conducted on 48 participants of caregivers of tetraplegic SCI patient. Out 

of the participant the mean age of the participants was 41.52 (±12.268) years. The range 

is 48 with minimum age 15 years and maximum 70 years. Among the participants the 

higher numbers of the participants were 31-40 years and the numbers were 33%. The 

numbers of 41-50years were 26% and 20-30 year was 21% and 51-60 year was 14% and 

61-70 were 5%. According to Unalan et al. (2001) SCI survivors distress the family 

members and especially the primary caregivers who are always with the persons. 

 

The participant’s age group and majority of the participant were female and the numbers 

were 69% where male were 31%. It was also found that, the level of assistance providing 

in daily living activities for assisting the persons with SCI were strongly correlated with 

depression in caregivers and the wives report a lots of complain (Unalan et al., 2001). 

In this study among the 48 participants, about 38% (n= 18) caregivers were never 

attended at school whereas 46% (n= 22) caregivers completed primary education, 10 %( 

n=5) of the caregivers completed secondary education and very few in numbers about 

6.2% (n=3) were graduated. One study showed that among the participants about 75% 

had primary education and 25% were graduated (Altug et al., 2013). 

 

In this study, for the eight subscales, total scores may range from 0 to 100. Each scales 

ranging from 0 (presence of all problems) to 100 (no problems at all) within the 

dimension (Roux et al., 2004). 
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5.1 Limitations  

There were a number of limitations and barriers in this research project which had affect 

the accuracy of the study, these are as follow: 

 

The samples were collected only from the CRP at Savar and the sample size was too 

small, so the result of the study could not be generalized to the whole population of 

caregivers in Bangladesh. 

  

This study has provided for the first time data on the health related quality of life 

(HRQoL) among the caregivers in Bangladesh. No research has been done before on this 

topic. So there was little evidence to support the result of this project in the context to 

Bangladesh. 

 

A convenience sampling was used that was not reflecting the wider population under 

study. 

 

The research project was done by an undergraduate student and it was first research 

project for him. So the researcher had limited experience with techniques and strategies 

in terms of the practical aspects of research. As it was the first survey of the researcher so 

might be there were some mistakes that overlooked by the supervisor and the honourable 

teacher. 
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6.1 Conclusion 

Caregivers work in close contact with patients often involves both heavy loads and 

unfavourable body positions. It also often includes elements such as "save the patient 

“situations, for example, those in which the patient it’s need transferring from bed to 

wheelchair. 

The primary caregivers’ of spinal cord-injured persons reported low scores on all of the 

SF-36 dimensions, social functioning and mental health being the SF- 36 dimensions that 

received the lowest scores and indicates poor quality of life . These findings indicate that 

rehabilitation services should not be oriented only toward the needs of the person with 

disability but also to the needs of the caregivers. 
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6.2 Recommendations 

The aim of the study was to assess the health related quality of life of the caregivers. 

Though the study had some limitations but investigator identified some further step that 

might be taken for the better accomplishment of further research. The main 

recommendations would be as follow: 

 

 The random sampling technique rather than the convenient would be chosen in 

further in order to enabling the power of generalization the results. 

 The duration of the study was relatively short, so in future wider time would be 

taken for conducting the study. 

 Investigator use 48 participants as the sample of this study, in future the sample 

size would be more. 

 The ratio of complete and incomplete patients caregivers were not equal, in case 

of further the equality of the complete and incomplete participant should be 

maintained for the accuracy of the result. 

 In this study, the investigator took the caregivers only from the only one selected 

hospital of Savar as a sample for the study. So for further study investigator strongly 

recommended to include the caregivers from all over the Bangladesh to ensure the 

generalize ability of this study. 
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xppendiA 

 

ম্মততএ 

আারাভ ুআরাইকুভ / নভস্কায, আতভ মভা: নাজভরু াান, ৪থথ ফলথ ঢাকা তফশ্বতফদ্যারয়েয মভতডতন অনলুযদ্য 

অধীযন ফাাংরাযদ্ মল্ থ প্রযপন ইনতিটিউট (তফএইচতআই) এয তফ.এ.ত. তপতজওযথযাত তফবাগ এয একজন 

তক্ষাথী। অধযা়েযনয অাং তযযফ আভাযক একটি গযফলণা ম্পাদ্ন কযযত যফ এফাং এটা আভায প্রাততষ্ঠাতনক 

কাযজয একটা অাং। তনযনাক্ত তথযাতদ্ াঠ কযায য অাংগ্রণকাযীযদ্য গযফলণা়ে অাংগ্রযনয জনয অনযুযাধ 

কযা যরা: 

আভায গযফলণায তযযানাভ " মভরুরুজু্ঝতে অঘােপ্রাপ্ত চায হাে া ্াাঁযারাআসিি মযাগীতেয সযচমযা 

কাযীতেয স্বাস্থ্্ িংক্রান্ত জীফন ভান "। এই গযফলণায ভাধযযভ আতভ চায াত া যাাঁযারাইত মযাগীযদ্য 

প্রাথতভক তযচমথাকাযীযদ্য স্বাস্থ্য াংক্রান্ত জীফন ভান খুাঁযজ মফয কযায মচষ্টা কযযফা।মতদ্ আভায গযফলণাটি 

পরবাযফ  ম্পূণথ কযযত াতয তযফ তযচমথাকাযীযদ্য স্বাস্থ্য াংক্রান্ত জীফন ভান উযমাতচত যফ এফাং এটি যফ 

একটি যীক্ষাভরূক প্রভাণ। 

আভায গযফলণা প্রকল্প ফাস্তফা়েন কযায জনয,  মযাগীয তযচমথাকাযীযদ্য কাছ মথযক তথয াংগ্র কযা প্রয়োজন। 
আভায গযফলণা়ে অাংগ্রযণ আনায মকান ক্ষতত ফা তফদ্ যফ না। আতন মম মকাযনা ভ়ে তনযজযক এ গযফলণা 

মথযক প্রতযাায কযযত াযযন। এই গযফলণায প্রাপ্ত তথয ম্পূণথবাযফ মগানী়ে থাকযফ এফাং অাংগ্রণকাযীয 

ফযতক্তগত তথয আনায অনভুতত ফযততযযযক অনয মকাথাও প্রকা কযা যফ না। 

এই গযফলণা ম্পযকথ  মতদ্ আনায মকাযনা তজজ্ঞাা থাযক তযফ আতন অনগু্রূূ্ফক মমাগাযমাগ কযযত াযযন 

আভায অথফা  এানযু যভান, প্রবালক, তপতজওযথযাত তফবাগ, তফএইচতআই, তআযত, াবায, ঢাকা-

১৩৪৩ এ। 

শুরু কযায আযগ আনায মকান প্রশ্ন আযছ তক?  

আতভ তক শুরু কযযত াতয ? 

                                                    যা                                     না 

অাংগ্রণকাযী)স্বাক্ষয ও তাতযখ ( ................................. 

গযফলক     ) স্বাক্ষয ও তাতযখ (   .................................  

 াক্ষী      ) স্বাক্ষয ও তাতযখ(   .................................... 
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Verbal Consent Form 

 

 

Assalamuaalaikum\ Namashker, 

I am Md Nazmul Hassan, the 4th year B.Sc. (Hon’s) in Physiotherapy student of 

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) under Medicine faculty of University of 

Dhaka. To obtain my Bachelor degree, I shall have to conduct a research and it is a part 

of my study. The participants are requested to participate in the study after reading the 

following. 

 

My research title is “Health related quality of life of primary caregivers of persons 

with tetraplegia attending at a specialized rehabilitation centre”. Through this study I 

will find the HRQoL of primary caregivers of persons with tetraplegia .If I can complete 

the study successfully, the HRQoL of caregivers may be explored. To implement my 

research project, I need to collect data from the caregivers of persons with tetraplegia. 

Therefore, you could be one of my valuable subjects for the study. 

I am committed that the study will not pose any harm or risk to you. You have the 

absolute right to withdraw or discontinue at any time without any hesitation or risk. I will 

keep all the information confidential which I obtained from you and personal 

identification of the participant would not be published anywhere. 

 

If you have any query about the study, you may contact with me and/or Ehsanur Rahman, 

Lecturer of Physiotherapy  department , Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), 

Savar, Dhaka. Do you have any questions before I start? 

 

 

So, may I have your consent to proceed with the interview? Yes……., No……… 

Signature of the participant & Date……………………………. 

Signature of the researcher & Date…………………………….. 

Signature of the witness & Date……………………………….. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Patient’s information: 

 Name:  

 xge:  

 SeA:  

 oard no:  

 Bed no:  

 Date of interview: ……………….. (dd/mm/yy) 

 Type of injury: 

1. Traumatic 

2. Non traumatic  

 Skeletal level of injury:  

               1.  Cervical    __ __                   2. Thoracic       __ __      

    

 Initial Neurological condition according to ASIA Scale : 

1.  Complete    A                              2.  Incomplete B              

          3.  Incomplete C                            4.  Incomplete D  

 

s saregiverasocio-demographic Information: 
 Name : 

 Age: 

 Sex:  

1. Male 

2. Female 

 Address: 

 Village/house no: 

 Post office: 

 Thana: 

 District: 
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 Marital status: 

1. Married               2. Single 

3. Other 

 

 Religion: 

1. Muslim                 2.Hindu 

         3. Christian               4.Buddho 

         5. Others (specify) 

 Occupation 

1. House wife                         2. Service holder 

3. Business                            4. Others (specify) 

 Educational level: 

1. Never attended school  

2. Completed primary education  

3. Completed secondary education  

4.  Higher secondary  

5. Bachelor or above 

6. Other (Specify) 

 

 Relation with patient: 

1. Husband/ wife                         2. Father/mother 

3. Brother/sister                         4. Other 

 Number of  persons in the household:  

1. 1-3                         2. 4-6  

3. 7-9                        4. Others 

 saiy caregiving time yhrsy  

1.1 -6                          2. 7-12  

3. 13-18                      4. Others 

 Length of time as a caregive yyearsy  
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নুগ্রহফূযক সনম্নসরসিে স্বাস্থ্্ জসয িম্পসকে প্রশ্নাফরীয মথামথ উত্তয প্রোন কসযতফন 

 

মযাগীয অফস্থ্ায তফফযণ 

নাভঃ 

 ফয়িঃ 

 সরঙ্গঃ 

                   ১।ুরুল  

                   ২। ভতরা 

 ওয়াডয  নং: 

 সফছানা নং: 

 িাক্ষাৎকাতযয োসযিঃ     )   .................. তদ্ন/ভা/ফছয( 

 

 অঘাতেয প্রকাযতবেঃ 

   ১।ট্রভাটিক                    ২।নন ট্রভাটিক 

 অঘাতেয মেসরটার মরতবরঃ  

১।াযবাইকার                

                       ২।মথাযাতক                            

 ASIA মের নুমায়ী সনউযরসজকার মরতবরঃ  

 ১।কভতিট A                ২।ইন কভতিট B 

 ৩।ইন কভতিট C         ৪। ইন কভতিট D 

 

সযচমযাকাযীয েথ্ঃ   

 নাভঃ 

 ফয়িঃ  

 সরঙ্গঃ 

           ১।ুরুল            ২। ভতরা 
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 ঠিকানাঃ  

গ্রাভ/ফাতি নাং  -  

মাি অতপ – 

থানা/উযজরা – 

মজরা  -  

 বফফাসহক ফস্থ্াঃ  

           ১।তফফাতত                     ২।অতফফাতত 

           ৩।অনযানয                      

 মাঃ  

   ১।গৃতনী                                   ২।চাকতযজীফী  
   ৩।ফযফা়েী                               ৪।অনযাূ্নয   ) তনতদ্থষ্ট কযয   ( 

 

 সক্ষাগে মমাগ্োঃ  

   ১।কখযনা সু্কযর মাইতন                        ২।প্রাথতভক তক্ষা ভাপ্ত কযযতছ        

   ৩।ভাধযতভক তক্ষা ভাপ্ত কযযতছ         ৪। উচ্চ ভাধযতভক তক্ষা ভাপ্ত কযযতছ  

   ৫।স্নাতক /স্নাতযকাত্তয                       ৬।অনযাূ্নয  ) তনতদ্থষ্ট কযয( 

 

 মযাগীয িাতথ িম্পকয ঃ 

  ১। স্বাভী / স্ত্রী                                 ২। ফাফা / ভা 

             ৩।বাই / মফান                             ৪।অনযাূ্নয  

 সযফাতযয িেি্ িংি্া: 
 

 ১। ১  -    ৩                        ২। ৪  - ৬ 

             ৩।৭-৯                           ৪।অনযাূ্নয  

 বেসনক মত্ন মনওয়ায িভয় yঘন্টা): 
১। ১  - ৬                       ২। ৭  - ১২ 

          ৩।১৩-১৮                    ৪।অনযাূ্নয  

 সযচমযা কযতছন)ভ়ে) y:  
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সনতচয প্রশ্নগুসরতে অনায স্বাস্থ্্ িম্বতে অনায ভোভে জানতে চাওয়া হতয়তছ। এআ 
েত্থগুসর অসন সক যকভ মফাধ কতযন এফংকেটা বারবাতফ অনায বেনসিন কভয 
িম্পােতন িক্ষভ মি ফ্াাতয নজয যািতে িাহাম্ কযতফ। 

 

0১। িাধাযনবাফ ফরতে মগতর অনায ভতে অনায স্বাস্থ্্ িম্পসকয ে জীফন প্রকৃসেয 
ভান হরঃ 

     ১চভৎকায             ২খুফবার                ৩   বার 

         ৪  মভাটাভুটি                                 ৫   খাযা 

 

0২। িাধাযণ বাতফ গে এক ফছয অতগয েুরনায় অনায স্বাস্থ্্ ফেয ভাতন মকভন ? 

    ১   গত এক ফছযয আযগয তুরনা়ে এখন অযনক বার 

    ২   গত এক ফছযয আযগয তুরনা়ে এখন খাতনকটা বার 

    ৩  প্রা়ে গত ফছযযয ভতই 

    ৪   গত এক ফছযয আযগয তুরনা়ে এখন তকছুটা  খাযা  

    ৫   গত এক ফছযয আযগয তুরনা়ে এখন অযনক মফত খাযা 

 

0৩। সনম্নসরসিে প্রশ্নগুসর অসন িাধাযণ একটি সেতন মম কাজকভযগুসর কতয থাকতে 

াতযন মিআ িম্পসকয ে ।  অনায স্বাস্থ্্ সক এিন অনায এআ িভস্ত কভযিম্পােতনয 

ন্তযায় হতয় োাঁসিতয়তছ ? মসে হয় েতফ কেিাসন ?  
ক. সেভাত্রায় সযশ্রভ িাধ্ কামযাফরী, মমভন মেৌিাতনা,বাযী সজসনি মোরা, কষ্টিাধ্ 
মিরাধুরায় ং গ্রহন কযা 
     ১   যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ           

           ২   যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

     ৩   না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
 

খ. তক্ষাকৃে কভ সযশ্রভিাধ্ কামযাফরী, মমভন মটসফর িযাতনা, ঘয ঝািু মেওয়া, 
ফাগাতন কাজ কযা, থফা িাআতকর চারাতনা 
      ১   যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
 

সিেীয় ংঃ জীফনমাত্রায ভান সনণযয় মের  (এি-এপ-৩৬ স্বাস্থ্্ জযী) 
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গ. চার ডার আে্াসে শাঁকতনা ফাজাতযয সজসনিত্র ফহন কযা 
      ১  যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
 
ঘ. কতয়ক েরা সিাঁসি মফতয় ওঠা 
      ১   যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
 

ঙ. এক েরা সিাঁসি মফাঁতয় ওঠা 
       ১  যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
 

চ. িম্মুতি ঝুকা, হাাঁটু মগতি ফিা, সনচু হওয়া 
      ১  যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন  

 

ছ. এক সকতরাসভটাতযয মফস হাাঁটা 
       ১ যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন  
 

জ. কতয়কতা সভটায হাাঁটা 
      ১  যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
ঝ. একতা সভটায হাাঁটা 
      ১  যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 
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ঞ. সনতজ সনতজ স্নান ফা জাভাকাি যা 
      ১  যাাঁ , অযনকখাতন অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ২  যাাঁ , অল্পস্বল্প অন্তযা়ে য়ে দ্াাঁতিয়েযছ 

      ৩  না ,এযকফাযযই অন্তযা়ে ়ে তন 

 

0৪। গে চায িপ্তাতহ অনায াযীসযক ফস্থ্ায কাযতন, কেফায অনায বেনসিন 

কভযতক্ষতত্র, সনম্নসরসিে িভি্া গুসরয ভতধ্ মকানটি মেিা সেতয়সছর ? 

 
ক. অনায কভযতক্ষতত্র এফং ন্ান্ কাতজ অতগয মথতক কভ িভয় সেতে মতযতছন 

     ১   ফভ়ে         ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে        ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪  খুফই কভ ভ়ে                           ৫  কখনই না         

 

ি. অসন মেটা মচতয়সছতরন োয চাআতে কভ কভয িম্পােন কযতে মতযতছন 

     ১   ফভ়ে        ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে         ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪ খুফই কভ ভ়ে                            ৫  কখনই না  

        

গ. অনায কৃে কভযকাতেয ভতধ্ অনায কাতজয গেী িীভাফদ্ধ  সছর 

     ১   ফভ়ে        ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে         ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪ খুফই কভ ভ়ে                            ৫  কখনই না     

    

ঘ. অনায কভযতক্ষত্র ফা ন্ান্ কাজ কযতে সগতয় িুসফধা মফাধ হতয়তছ (মমভন 
অনাতক ফািসে প্রতচষ্টা কযতে হতয়সছর )  
     ১   ফভ়ে        ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে        ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪ খুফই কভ ভ়ে                           ৫  কখনই না        

  

0৫। গে চায িপ্তাতহ ভানসিক ফস্থ্া কাযতন, কেফায অনায বেনসিন কভযতক্ষতত্র 

,সনম্নসরসিে িভি্া গুসরয ভতধ্ মকানটি মেিা সেতয়সছর (মমভন ভানসিক ফিাে ফা 
েসুিন্তাগ্রস্থ্ হওয়া)   
 

ক. অনায কভযতক্ষতত্র এফং ন্ান্ কাতজ অতগয মথতক কভ িভয় সেতে মতযতছন 

     ১   ফভ়ে          ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে      ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয      

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                         ৫  কখনই না 
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ি. অসন মেটা মচতয়সছতরন োয চাআতে কভ কভয িম্পােন কযতে মতযতছন 
 

     ১   ফভ়ে         ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে        ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                          ৫  কখনই না         

গ. িাধাযতণয মথতক কাজ কভয তনক কভ মিয়ার কযতে মতযতছন 
 

     ১   ফভ়ে         ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে        ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                          ৫  কখনই না  

        

 

0৬। গে চায িপ্তাতহ অনায সযফায, ফেুফােফ, প্রসেতফী ফা মগাষ্ঠী িভুেতয়য িতঙ্গ 

িাভাসজক সক্রয়াকতভয, অনায াযীসযক ফস্থ্া ফা ভানসিক িভি্াগুসর, কেিাসন ফাধা 
িৃসষ্ট কতযতছ ? 

    ১   এযকফাযয না       ২   াভানয যকভ       ৩  ভাঝাভাতঝ যকভ 

    ৪   মফ অযনকখাতন                        ৫   অতযন্ত মফত যকভ 
 

0৭। গে চায িপ্তাতহ অসন কেিাসন াযীসযক মন্ত্রণা মবাগ কতযতছন? 
    ১  একটুও না           2 খুফই াভানয         ৩  াভানয 

    ৪  ভাঝাভাতঝ যকভ       ৫  মফত যকভ         ৬   খুফ মফত যকভ  
 

৮। গে চায িপ্তাতহ অনায াযীসযক ফ্থাতফেনা অনায (ঘতয ও ফাআতয ) কাজকতভয 
কেিাসন ফাধা িৃসষ্ট কতযতছ? 

    ১   এযকফাযয না         ২   াভানয যকভ     ৩  ভাঝাভাতঝ যকভ 

    ৪   মফ অযনকখাতন                         ৫    অতযন্ত মফত যকভ 

 

৯। সনম্নসরসিে প্রস্নগুসর গে চায িপ্তাতহ অনায াযীসযক ফস্থ্া সকযকভ মকতটতছ মিআ 

িম্পসকয ে । প্রসেটি প্রতশ্নয মক্ষতত্র অসন মমযকভ মফাধ কতযন মিআ নুমাতয় িফচাআতে 

প্রতমাজ্ উত্তযটি সেন। 
 

ক. অসন সক িুফ প্রানফন্ত মফাধ কযসছতরন? 

     ১   ফভ়ে            ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে      ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                           ৫  কখনই না  
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খ. অসন সক িুফ স্নায়সফক বাতফ েফুযর হতয় তিসছতরন ?  
     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না   

        

গ. অসন সক এভনআ ভানসিক ফিাে গ্রস্থ্ হতয় তিসছতরন মম মকাতনা সকছুআ অনাতক 
প্রপুল্ল কযতে াযসছর না?  
     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না    

      

ঘ. অসন সক িুফ সস্নগ্ধ ও ান্ত সছতরন? 

     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না        

 

ঙ. অনায সক প্রচুয প্রাণ সি সছর? 

     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না       

   

চ. অসন সক ভানসিক বাতফ হো ও ফিােগ্রস্থ্ হতয় তিসছতরন ? 

     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না       

   

ছ. অসন সক সফদ্ধস্ত মফাধ কতযসছতরন ?  
     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না    

      

জ. অসন সক অনতি সছতরন ?  
     ১   ফভ়ে             ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                             

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না       

   

 

ঝ. অসন সক ক্লান্ত সছতরন? 

     ১   ফ               ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে      ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না         
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১০। গে চায িপ্তাতহ কেফায অনায াযীসযক ফস্থ্া ও ভানসিক িভি্া গুসর অনায 
িাভাসজক সক্রয়াকতভযয মক্ষতত্র ফাধা িৃসষ্ট কতযতছ ? (মমভন ফেুফােফ ফা অত্মীয়স্বজনতেয 
িতঙ্গ মেিা কযতে মাওয়া আে্াসে) 

     ১   ফভ়ে            ২  মফতয বাগ ভ়ে       ৩  ভাযঝ  ভযধয                            

     ৪   খফুই কভ ভ়ে                             ৫  কখনই না  

        

 

১১। সনম্নসরসিে সফফসৃে গুসরয প্রতে্কটি অনায মক্ষতত্র কেেযূ িে্ ফা সভথ্া ? 

 

ক. অভায ভতন হয় অসভ মমন ন্তেয মথতক একটু মফস িহতজআ িুস্থ্ হতয় সি  
     ১  অফযই তয        ২   মফতয বাগই তয       ৩   জাতন না 

     ৪  মফতয বাগই তভথযা                           ৫  অফযই তভথযা 
 

খ. অসভ অভায জানাতানা মমতকান মরাতকয ভেআ স্বাস্থ্্ফান  
     ১  অফযই তয        ২   মফতয বাগই তয       ৩   জাতন না 

     ৪  মফতয বাগই তভথযা                           ৫  অফযই তভথযা 
 

গ. অভায স্বাস্থ্্ িাযা হফায অঙ্কা কসয 

     ১  অফযই তয        ২   মফতয বাগই তয       ৩   জাতন না 

     ৪  মফতয বাগই তভথযা                          ৫  অফযই তভথযা 
 
ঘ. অভায স্বাস্থ্্ িুফআ বার  
     ১  অফযই তয         ২   মফতয বাগই তয      ৩   জাতন না 

     ৪  মফতয বাগই তভথযা                           ৫  অফযই তভথযা 
 

       
     প্রশ্নগুতরয উত্তয মূ্পণথ কযায জনয আনাযক ধনযফাদ্! 
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Part 2:Quality Of Life Scale (SF-36 V2 Health Survey) 

 

This survey asks for your views about your health. This information will help keep 

track of how you feel and how well you are able to do your usual activities. 

 

1. In general, would you say about your health related quality of life?  

    1. Excellent                                          2. Very good                                     3. Good                                                             

    4. Fair                                                   5. Poor 

 

2. Compared to one year ago, how would you rate your health in general now? 

1. Much better now than a year ago 

2. Somewhat better now than a year 

3. About the same as one year ago 

4. Somewhat worse now than one year ago 

5. Much worse now than one year ago 

 

3.  The following items are about activities you might to do during a typical day.      

Does your health now limit you in these activities? If so, how much? 

a. Vigorous activities, such as running, lifting heavy object, participating in 

strenuous sports. 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

b. Moderate activates, such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum cleaner, bowling, 

or playing golf? 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

c. Lifting or carrying groceries 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 
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d. Climbing several flights of stairs 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

e. Climbing one flight of stairs. 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

f. Forward bending, kneeling or stooping 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

g. Walking more than a mile 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

h. Walking several hundred yards 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

i. Walking one hundred yards 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 

 

j. Bathing or dressing yourself 

1. Yes, limited a lot 

2. Yes, limited a little 

3. No, not limited at all 
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4. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have you had any of the following 

problems with your work or other regular daily activities as a result of a physical 

health?   

a. Cut down on the amount of time you spent on work or other activities  

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time                  5. None of the time 

 

b. Accomplished less than you would like?             

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

      4. A little of the time                  5. None of the time 

  

c. Were limited in the kind of work or other activities? 

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

      4. A little of the time                  5. None of the time 

 

d. Had difficulty performing the work or other activities ( for example, it took extra 

time)  

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

      4. A little of the time                  5. None of the time 

 

5. Have you had any of the following problems with your work or other regular 

daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling depression or 

anxious)? 

a. Cut down the amount of time you spent on work or other activities? 

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

      4. A little of the time                  5. None of the time 

 

b. Accomplished less than you would like? 

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

      4. A little of the time                  5. None of the time 

 

c. Didn’t do work or other activities as carefully as usual 

      1. All of the time                        2. Most of the time                   3. Some of the time 

      4. A little of the time                   5. None of the time 

 

6. What extent has your physical health or emotional problems interfered with your 

normal social activities with family, friends, neighbors or groups? 

1. Not at all                                  2. Slightly                                 3. Moderately                                                                      

4. Quite a bit                                5. Extremely 
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7. How much bodily pain have you had during the past 4 week? 

1. Not at all                                  2. Slightly                                 3. Moderately                                                                      

4. Quite a bit                                5. Extremely 

 

8. How much pain interferes with your normal work (including both work outside 

the home and housework? 

1. Not at all                                  2. Slightly                                 3. Moderately                                                                      

4. Quite a bit                                5. Extremely 

  
 

9. These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you 

during the past 4 weeks. For each question, please give the one answer that comes 

closest to the way you have been feeling. How much of the time during the past 4 

weeks.  

a. Did you fell full of pep? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

b. Have you been a very nervous person? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

c. Have you felts so down in the dumps nothing could cheer you up? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 
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d. Have you felt calm and peaceful? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

e. Did you have a lot of energy? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

f. Have you felt downhearted and blue? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

g. Did you feel worn out? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

h. Have you been a happy person? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 
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i. Did you feel tired? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

10. How much of the time physical or emotional problems interfere your social 

activities (like visiting friends, relative neighbors etc.)? 

1. All of the time 

2. Most of the time 

3. Some of the time 

4. A little of the time 

5. None of the time 

 

11. How true or false is each of the following statements for you? 

a. I seem to get sick a little easier than other people 

      1. Definitely true                 2. Mostly true                           3. Don’t  known 

      4. Mostly false                    5. Definitely false 

 

b. I am as healthy as anybody I know 

      1. Definitely true                 2. Mostly true                           3. Don’t  known 

      4. Mostly false                    5. Definitely false 

 

c. I expect my health to get worse 

      1. Definitely true                 2. Mostly true                           3. Don’t  known 

      4. Mostly false                    5. Definitely false 

 

d. My health is excellent 

      1. Definitely true                 2. Mostly true                           3. Don’t  known 

      4. Mostly false                    5. Definitely false 
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